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1

Saskia le Cessie3,4

Wilbert van den Hout1

In healthcare cost-effectiveness analysis, probability distributions are typically
skewed and missing data are frequent. Bootstrap and multiple imputation are
well-established resampling methods for handling skewed and missing data.
However, it is not clear how these techniques should be combined. This paper
addresses combining multiple imputation and bootstrap to obtain confidence
intervals of the mean difference in outcome for two independent treatment
groups. We assessed statistical validity and efficiency of 10 candidate methods
and applied these methods to a clinical data set. Single imputation nested in
the bootstrap percentile method (with added noise to reflect the uncertainty
of the imputation) emerged as the method with the best statistical properties.
However, this method can require extensive computation times and the lack
of standard software makes this method not accessible for a larger group of
researchers. Using a standard unpaired t-test with standard multiple imputation
without bootstrap appears to be a robust alternative with acceptable statistical
performance for which standard multiple imputation software is available.
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I N T RO DU CT ION

The central goal in healthcare cost-effectiveness analysis is to assess whether the additional positive health effect of a new
treatment justifies the additional costs of this new treatment. In health economic trial data, probability distributions are
typically skewed and missing data are frequent. Especially, costs distributions can be skewed because costs are nonnegative with small numbers of patients incurring much of the costs. Bootstrapping has long been advocated for the evaluation
of skewed health economic data1-3 because it does not require specific distributional assumptions. Moreover, contrary to
other approaches to skewness, which use transformed outcomes, bootstrap allows to explicitly analyze the means, which
is important for population-level decision making. The concept of bootstrap is to approximate the unknown distribution of test-statistics under the sampling mechanism by means of the empirical distribution of these test-statistics under
resampling from the sample. P-values or confidence intervals are then derived from this empirical distribution.
...............................................................................................................................................................
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More recently, multiple imputation has been advocated to account for missing data.4-7 In cost-effectiveness trials,
patients typically report longitudinally on their health and healthcare use. Over a 1 or 2-year follow-up period, apart
from incidental missing questionnaires, trial participation may selectively reduce by 30% or 50%. Multiple imputation is a
flexible method that can properly account for the uncertainty and bias due to such missing data. In multiple imputation,
m new data sets are constructed in which the missing values are imputed. These imputed values vary over the data sets,
reflecting uncertainty due to prediction errors of the imputed values, uncertainty about the imputation model parameters, and sampling variability of the imputed values. The resulting m completed data sets are then each analyzed by
means of the complete data method of interest and the intermediate results are pooled into one final result according to
the so-called Rubin rules.
Bootstrap and multiple imputation are well-established resampling methods for handling skewed and missing data.
Some papers have discussed relationships between bootstrapping and (multiple) imputation.8-12 Some papers have also
compared the statistical performance of specific combined approaches, in settings somewhat similar to ours.13,14 However, there have been no papers that compared the statistical performance of a systematic range of combined approaches,
including different orders of nesting the computation loops of bootstrap and of multiple imputation. As a result, in
cost-effectiveness trials, the mean difference between treatment groups has been estimated using a variety of approaches,
including bootstrap nested within multiple imputation15 and (single or multiple) imputation nested within bootstrap.16,17
In this paper, we compare 10 candidate methods that account for missing observations and skewness of outcomes, using
data simulation to assess the coverage of 95% confidence intervals, the bias of the point-estimates, and the confidence
interval width. We distinguish between methods where the bootstrap is nested within multiple imputation and methods
where (single or multiple) imputation is nested within the bootstrap. In addition, we consider simpler alternatives like
list-wise deletion, single imputation, standard multiple imputation without bootstrap, and standard multiple imputation
with a modified t-test to remove the effect of skewness. In order to study their behavior in practice, we also applied all
candidate methods to real-life data from a clinical trial on Sciatica.

2
2.1

M ET H O D S
Candidate methods for combining multiple imputation and bootstrap

We are interested in the mean difference in outcome between two treatment groups, denoted by Q. Table 1 lists the
10 candidate methods to estimate Q and its 95% confidence interval. Some methods use double loops (methods that
actually combine multiple imputation and bootstrap), others use a single loop (methods that use either bootstrapping or
multiple imputation), or use no loop at all.
Benchmark methods.
The first two methods are list-wise deletion (BENCH_LWD) and single imputation (BENCH_prd), which are two popular methods that are known to have potentially poor performance. These will serve as a “bench mark” for the other eight
candidate methods. They use neither bootstrapping nor multiple imputation. In the BENCH_LWD method, all patients
with any missing values are removed from the data. In BENCH_prd, each missing value is imputed once with the predicted
mean value using linear regression, ie, without taking the uncertainty of the imputation into account.
Multiple imputation without bootstrapping.
In the methods based on multiple imputations, the uncertainty of the imputations is incorporated by drawing from
the predictive distribution of the missing values. Both uncertainty due to prediction errors of the imputed values and
uncertainty about the imputation model parameters are reflected using chained equations (MICE),18 with predictive mean
matching for robustness against nonnormality.19 The candidate method of multiple imputation without bootstrapping
̂ i (i = 1, … , m).
is standard multiple imputation, constructing m new data sets with completed data point-estimates Q
The point-estimates are pooled by computing the average Qm , and squared standard errors are pooled as Tm = U m +
(1 + 1∕m) Bm , where U m is the average completed data variance of the point-estimate and Bm is the between imputation
variance of the m completed data point-estimates. Pooled p-values and confidence intervals are derived from the pooled
point-estimates and pooled standard errors under the assumption of normality. In the standard MW_S method, the 95%
confidence interval of the mean difference is given by
(
√
√ )
Qm − tυ;0.975 Tm ; Qm + tυ;0.975 Tm ,
where t𝜐; 0.975 is the 97.5% percentile of the student-t distribution with the degrees of freedom 𝜐 computed by the method
proposed by Barnard and Rubin.20
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TABLE 1 Overview of the 10 candidate methods
Description

Code name

Benchmark methods
• List-wise deletion
• Single imputation using the predicted mean value
Multiple imputation without bootstrapping
• Standard multiple imputation using predictive mean matching and
Rubin’s rules for the computation of the confidence interval based
on the normality assumption, without bootstrap
• Multiple imputation using predictive mean matching with reduction
of the effect of skewness by means of Edgeworth Expansion,
without bootstrap
Bootstrapping nested in multiple imputation
• Multiple imputation using predictive mean matching in the outer
and the bootstrap percentile method in the inner loop
• Multiple imputation using predictive mean matching in the outer
loop and the bootstrap-t method in the inner loop
Multiple imputation nested in bootstrapping
• The bootstrap percentile method in the outer loop and multiple
imputation by means of predictive mean matching in the inner loop
• The bootstrap-t method in the outer loop and multiple imputation by
means of predictive mean matching in the inner loop
Single imputation nested in bootstrapping
• The bootstrap percentile method in the outer loop, encompassing
imputation by means of predictive mean matching
• The bootstrap-t method in the outer loop, encompassing single
imputation by means of predictive mean matching

BENCH_LWD
BENCH_prd
MW_S

MW_EDW

MB_p
MB_t

BM_p
BM_t

BS_p
BS_t

The second single loop method uses multiple imputation applied to a modified t-test, based on Edgeworth expansion,21,22
which removes the effect of skewness (MW_EDW). We included this approach because the use of bootstrapping in
cost-effectiveness analyses is particularly advocated because of the skewness of the cost data and Edgeworth expansion
could obtain the same goal without increasing the computational complexity. The 95% confidence interval for the mean
difference from the MW_EDW method is given by
)
)
(
(
)
(
√
√
−1
ξ0.975 √
ξ0.025 √
−1
Qm − N T 3
Tm ; Qm − N T3
Tm ,
√
√
N
N
where N = n1 + n2 is the sum of the sample sizes in both groups, 𝜉 0.025 and 𝜉 0.975 the 2.5% and 97.5% percentile of the
−1
standard normal distribution, and T 3 (t) is the inverse transformation
(
(
))1∕3
Ā
T3−1 (t) = 1 + 3 t − m
−1
6N
specified by Zhou22 with the complete data estimate Â of parameter A replaced by average Ā m of this parameter over the
m completed data estimates for A. Parameter A is given by
(N∕n1 )2 𝜎13 𝛾1 − (N∕n2 )2 𝜎23 𝛾2
A= (
)3∕2 ,
(N∕n1 ) 𝜎12 + (N∕n2 ) 𝜎22
where 𝜎12 and 𝜎22 are the population variances and 𝛾 1 and 𝛾 2 are the population skewness of the first and second sample.
This parameter A can be interpreted as the impact of skewness on the deviation of the ordinary t-test statistic from the
t-distribution this statistic has under normality.
Bootstrapping nested in multiple imputation.
In the approaches with multiple imputation in the outer loop (denoted by MB in Table 1), multiple imputation is used to
generate m completed data sets, bootstrapping is applied to each of the completed data sets, and the intermediate results
per completed data set are then pooled. For the bootstrap method, a distinction is made between the bootstrap percentile
method (“_p” in Table 1) and the bootstrap-t method (“_t” in Table 1).1
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̂ = Qm and the 95% confidence
In the percentile method MB_p, the point-estimate is the pooled mean difference Q
interval is of the shape (p̂ 0.025 ; p̂ 0.975 ), where p̂ 0.025 and p̂ 0.975 are estimates of the 2.5% and 97.5% percentiles p0.025 and p0.975
of the bootstrap distribution of the estimated mean differences. When bootstrap is nested within multiple imputation, the
percentiles are estimated by their corresponding average values
(p̄ 0.025 ; p̄ 0.975 ) ,
from the m completed data estimates p̂ (i)0.025 and p̂ (i)0.975 (i = 1, · · ·, m) of these percentiles resulting from bootstrap.
In general, for the bootstrap-t method the 95% confidence interval is based on the t-test and is of the shape
( )
( ))
(
̂ ; Q
̂ +̂
̂ ,
̂ +̂
b0.975 SE Q
Q
b0.025 SE Q
̂ and SE(Q)
̂ are a point-estimate of the unknown mean difference Q and its associated standard error both obtained
where Q
b0.975 are estimates of the 2.5% and 97.5% percentiles b0.025 and b0.975 of the t-test statistic
without bootstrap, and ̂
b0.025 and ̂
̂ − Q)∕SE(Q)
̂ obtained by means of bootstrap. When bootstrap is nested within multiple imputation (MB_t), the
t = (Q
̂ = Qm and pooled standard error
point-estimate
and its associated standard error are given by pooled mean difference Q
√
̂ =
SE(Q)

T m , and the percentiles b0.025 and b0.975 are estimated by the averages b0.025 and b0.975 from the m corresponding
b(i)0.975 (i = 1, … , m) of these percentiles.
completed data estimates ̂
b(i)0.025 and ̂

Multiple imputation nested in bootstrapping.
In the approach with multiple imputation in the inner loop (denoted by BM in Table 1), bootstrapping is used first to generate B incomplete data sets and then, for each incomplete data set, m completed data sets are generated. Computationally,
this requires far more calls to the MICE procedure than when multiple imputation is in the outer loop.
For the bootstrap methods, a distinction is again made between the bootstrap percentile method and the bootstrap-t
method. For the bootstrap percentile method BM_p, the percentiles p0.025 and p0.975 are estimated by the 2.5% and 97.5%
percentiles from the B bootstrapped pooled mean differences over the m completed data sets.
For the bootstrap-t method BM_t, the point-estimate and
√ its associated standard error are given by the pooled mean

̂ = T m , and the percentiles b0.025 and b0.975 are estimated by the
̂ = Qm and pooled standard error SE(Q)
difference Q
2.5% and 97.5% percentiles of the B bootstrap pooled t-test statistics.
Single imputation nested in bootstrapping.
The methods in the previous section can be simplified by using only a single imputation (m = 1). With single imputation
nested in bootstrapping (denoted by BS in Table 1), no pooling over the imputations is needed. The single imputation not
only imputes the expected value of the missing data but adds “noise” to reflect the uncertainty of the imputation (using
a single call to the MICE procedure per bootstrap resample).
For the bootstrap percentile method BS_p, the 2.5% and 97.5% percentiles are estimated from the B bootstrapped completed mean differences. For the bootstrap-t method BS_t, the point-estimate and its associated
standard error are given
√
̂
̂
by the completed mean difference Q = Q1 and its associated standard error SE(Q) = U1 from the completed data set,
and the percentiles b0.025 and b0.975 are estimated by the 2.5% and 97.5% percentiles of the B bootstrap completed data
t-test statistic.

2.2

Simulation study

In the data simulation study, the 10 candidate methods were compared with respect to statistical validity and efficiency.
These were assessed on repeatedly simulated data sets, simulated according to 30 different quite extreme data simulation
models, varying both the complete data generating mechanism and the missing data mechanism (see Table 2). The 30 data
simulation models are defined in comparison to a reference case model, varying six aspects of the model one at a time. All
models represent cost-effectiveness trial data, with independent patients in two equally sized treatment groups (reference
case n = 2 × 200). Correlated bivariate cost-effectiveness data were generated for each patient, similarly in both treatment
groups. Throughout this simulation study, the effectiveness variable was generated using a beta(5,2) distribution. The cost
variable was modeled as a mixture of either zero costs (reference case for 30% of the patients) or a gamma distribution
with a mean fixed at 1000 euro and skewness 𝛾 (reference case 𝛾 = 2). Such semicontinuous mixtures of zero and positive
values often occur in cost data.23 Prespecified variable rank correlation 𝜌 (reference case 𝜌 = −0.8) between effectiveness
and costs was generated using the NORTA (NORmal To Anything) algorithm.24 To prevent ties in the NORTA algorithm,
the zero costs were modeled as a small uniform distribution between 0 and 1 euro. For both missing completely at random
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TABLE 2 Assumptions in the data simulation models used to compare the candidate methods.
Unspecified parameters follow the reference case assumptions (see text). The specified 15 assumptions
were combined with both a missing completely at random mechanism (MCAR, open plot symbols) and
a missing at random mechanism (MAR, filled plot symbols)
Varied Assumptions in Data Mechanism (for groups 1 and 2)
% missing in the costs data (reference case 40% and 40%)
10% and 10%
10% and 50%
50% and 50%
Sample size (reference case n = 2 × 200)
n = 2 × 50
n = 2 × 200
n = 2 × 500
% zeroes in cost data (reference case 30% and 30%)
5% and 5%
5% and 40%
40% and 40%
Skewness parameter 𝛾 in cost data (reference case 2 and 2)
0.5 and 0.5
0.5 and 3
3 and 3
Rank correlation (reference case -0.8 and -0.8)
-0.3 and -0.3
-0.3 and -0.9
-0.9 and -0.9

Plot Symbol used in Figure 1
Blue triangle point-down
Blue circle
Blue triangle point-up
Green triangle point-down
Green circle
Green triangle point-up
Orange triangle point-down
Orange circle
Orange triangle point-up
Red triangle point-down
Red circle
Red triangle point-up
Purple triangle point-down
Purple circle
Purple triangle point-up

(MCAR) and missing at random (MAR) data mechanisms, missing data were generated in the cost variable only (reference
case 40% missing). For the MAR missing data mechanism, the cost data were three times more likely to be missing in
patients with effectiveness above or equal to the median than in patients with effectiveness below the median (reference
case 60% versus 20% missing).
For each of the 30 data simulation models, we simulated 1000 incomplete data sets to assess the performance of the 10
candidate methods in estimating the mean cost difference between the treatment groups. The data sets included treatment, effectiveness, and costs, where costs were missing for part of the participants. Per treatment group, the effectiveness
variable was used as predictor variable for costs in MICE. For all candidate methods involving multiple imputation, the
number of imputations was m = 5 and the number of bootstrap resamples was equal to B = 1000.
Per candidate method, the number of data simulation models for which the method was statistically valid, ie, both unbiased and without significant under coverage,25 was counted and displayed at the top of Panel A in Figure 1. A method
̂
̂ < 1 holds,26
was considered unbiased for a particular simulation model if the bias-validity criterion 2|E(Q − Q)|∕SE(
Q)
̂ and SE(Q)
̂ are the bias and standard error of the corresponding point-estimate estimated from the simuwhere E(Q − Q)
lation study. A method was considered to have significant under coverage for a particular simulation model if the actual
coverage over the 1000 simulated data sets was significantly less than 95%, ie, if in 935 or less simulated data sets the
95% confidence interval contained the true value (see Panel A in Figure 1). An actual coverage lower than 90% of these
confidence intervals has been considered unacceptable.18 For a given simulation model, the efficiency of a method was
defined as the average confidence interval width over all simulated 1000 incomplete data sets. The simulations were all
performed in R, version 3.02.

2.3

Application – Sciatica trial

The 10 candidate methods were also applied to real-life data from the Sciatica trial.27 The Sciatica trial was a randomized
controlled clinical trial in which the cost effectiveness of a policy of early surgery (n = 142) was compared to a policy of
prolonged conservative care (n = 141). In the early surgery policy, disc surgery was scheduled within two weeks of randomization and canceled only if spontaneous recovery occurred before the date of surgery. In the prolonged conservative
care policy, disc surgery was offered if sciatica persisted after six months. Increasing leg pain, not responsive to drug, and
progressive neurological deficit were reasons for performing surgery earlier than six months. The trial concluded that
early surgery was cost effective from a societal perspective because the additional healthcare costs were compensated by
improved patient outcome and a reduction in absenteeism from work.
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FIGURE 1 Results of the simulation study in which the performance of the 10 candidate methods for 30 different data simulation models
was assessed for the actual confidence interval coverage (Panel A), bias (Panel B), and average confidence interval (Panel C). The top row of
Panel A indicates the number of data simulation models (out of 30) for which each method is considered valid (ie, unbiased and with
coverage at least 93.6%). For legend of the symbols, see Table 2 [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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Outcome measures.
Apart from the realistic nature, the primary difference between the data simulation models and the Sciatica data is in
the complexity of the data structures. Typical for cost-effectiveness trial data, the Sciatica trial had a longitudinal structure,
with extensive quarterly patient questionnaires during a one-year follow-up. Moreover, the overall costs and effectiveness
were constructed from a large number of underlying health and healthcare items.
Outcome measures to which the 10 candidate methods were applied are four different health effects measured by means
of quality-adjusted life years (QALYs) and five different costs categories. The QALYs are computed over the one-year
period as the area under a utility function, which quantifies the value of the patient’s health (anchored at 1 = perfect
health and 0 = as poor as dead). The different QALYs in this example are QALYs based on four different utility functions,
ie, the UK and US tariffs for the EuroQol (EQ-5D),28,29 the SF-6D,30 and a visual analogue scale.27
The five costs categories were disc surgery costs, total healthcare costs, informal care costs, productivity costs in terms
of absenteeism from work, and the total societal costs, all measured over one year of follow-up. The total healthcare
costs included costs from disc surgery, physical therapy, other admissions to hospital, neurologists, neurosurgeons, other
specialists, general practitioners and other paramedical professionals, alternative care, home care, analgesics and other
drugs, and aids.
Generation of imputations.
For the UK EQ-5D, the US EQ-5D, the SF-6D, and the visual analogue scale, the percentages of missing data were 23%,
23%, 23%, and 21% in the prolonged conservative care treatment group and 28%, 28%, 24%, and 35% in the early surgery
treatment group. For all five costs categories, the percentage of missing data was 18% in the prolonged conservative care
treatment group and 26% in the early surgery treatment group.
Missing effectiveness and healthcare data were imputed at the item level. Imputations were generated using MICE, with
a large linear prediction model. Effectiveness and cost items were predicted by gender, age, treatment group, and all (other)
effectiveness items. Dependencies within patients over time were taken into account by performing separate regression
analyses for each separate time point, including the effectiveness measurements at other time points as predictors. From
each completed data set, the QALYs and aggregate costs categories were calculated. Like for the data simulation models,
the number of imputations was chosen equal to 5 and the number of bootstrap resamples was chosen equal to 1000.

3
3.1

R E S U LT S
Simulation study

The results for the 10 methods and 30 data simulation models are graphically summarized in Figure 1, measured by
coverage (panel A), bias (panel B), and efficiency (panel C). A method is considered valid for a particular model if it is
both unbiased (below the red line in panel B) and without significant under coverage (ie, with simulated coverage at least
93.6%, above the lowest dotted line in panel A). The number of data simulation models for which each method was valid
is indicated in the top row of panel A.
Concerning bias, all methods were unbiased for the 15 data simulation models with MCAR missing data mechanism.
For the MAR missing data mechanism, cost data were three times more likely to be missing in patients with effectiveness
above or equal to the median. The BENCH_LWD method was biased for 13 of these 15 MAR data simulation models. The
BENCH_prd method was biased for two of the 15 MAR data simulation models, as imputing the predicted mean value
is less robust to departures from linearity and normality than the nonbenchmark methods. The other eight candidate
methods were unbiased for all data simulation models with MAR missing data mechanism. Therefore, the statistical
validity of the nonbenchmark methods is determined by coverage.
Concerning coverage, list-wise deletion (BENCH_LWD) yielded significant under coverage for 12 data simulation models (all MAR). Single imputation (BENCH_prd) yielded under coverage for 13 MCAR and seven MAR models. The under
coverage is due both to the bias and to the fact that imputing the predicted mean value does not properly reflect the
uncertainty.
Standard multiple imputation without bootstrap (MW_S) performed quite well with statistical validity for 19 data simulation models out of 30. For the other 11 simulation models, in 10 models, the coverage was between 93.6% and 90%;
in one model, the coverage was slightly less than 90%. This latter model was the one involving MCAR and different percentages of missing of 10% and 50% for both samples (open blue circle). Moreover, for the small sample size of 50 (green
triangles pointing down), the coverage was larger than 90%. Therefore, MW_S appears to be robust against skewness,
even for small sample sizes. The method MW_EDW that corrects for skewness did not outperform the standard MW_S.
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FIGURE 2 Estimated four quality-adjusted life year (QALY) outcomes and five cost outcomes for the Sciatica trial. Top panels display the
point estimates with upper and lower bound of the confidence intervals. Bottom panels show the lengths of those confidence intervals
[Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Both methods with bootstrap nested within multiple imputation yielded contradictory results. The percentile-based
MB_p method yielded poor performance with statistical validity for only three out of the 30 data simulation models and
coverage below 90% for about half of the models. The t-test–based MB_t method performed better than the MB_p method,
with statistical validity for 12 out of 30 data simulation models and coverage larger than 90% for all 30 models.
Both methods in which multiple imputation is nested within bootstrap showed a coverage of that least 90% for all
30 models. The BM_p method was statistically valid for a considerable 23 out of 30 data simulation models, whereas the
BM_t method was statistically valid for 12 out of 30 models.
Finally, concerning coverage, the two methods with single imputation nested within bootstrap yielded contradictory results. The percentile-based BS_p method yielded the best statistical validity over all 10 candidate methods, with
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TABLE 3 Computation time to analyze data from the Sciatica study (total and for MICE calls).
Time indicated by “xh ym zs” denotes x hours and y minutes and z seconds
Method

Total time

Number of
MICE calls

Total
MICE time

Time per
MICE call

Percentage
MICE time

BENCH_LWD

0.2 s

0

BENCH_prd

23 s

1

23 s

23 s

100%

0%

MW_S

1 m 52 s

5

1 m 52 s

22 s

100%

MW_EDW

1 m 52 s

5

1 m 52 s

22 s

100%

MB_p and MB_t

1 m 54 s

5

1 m 53 s

23 s

99.1%

BM_p and BM_t

29 h 25 m 21 s

5000

28 h 57 m 43 s

21 s

98.4%

BS_p and BS_t

5 h 53 m 34 s

1000

5 h 48 m 03 s

21 s

98.4%

statistical validity for 29 out of 30 data simulation models. On the other hand, the BS_t method performed poorly with
statistical validity for only two out of 30 models and coverage below 90% for about half of the models.
Concerning efficiency, of the methods with relative poor statistical validity, some had relatively long confidence intervals (BENC_LWD and BS_p) and some had relatively short confidence intervals (BENCH_prd and MB_p). Among the
remaining methods, the confidence intervals were similar in length.

3.2

Sciatica trial

Figure 2 displays the estimated differences for the four QALY outcomes and the five cost outcomes between the randomization groups of the Sciatica trial. The top panels display the point estimates according to the different methods, with the
estimated confidence intervals. The bottom panels show the lengths of those confidence intervals.
Except for list-wise deletion, there was little difference between the candidate methods. Each point estimate is well
within the confidence intervals of the other methods. Like in the original trial, all candidate methods showed (marginally)
significant QALY differences in favor of early surgery. Surgery costs, total health care costs, and informal care costs were
significantly higher after early surgery, without significant difference on productivity and total societal costs. Productivity costs, and consequently total societal costs, showed the largest differences between the methods due to the larger
variability and because patients without paid labor reduced the effective sample size.
Table 3 gives information about the computation times for the different methods. The methods embedding multiple
imputation in bootstrap yield the largest computation time of more than 29 hours due to the large number of MICE
calls and the large imputation model. In contrast, the methods without bootstrapping in the outer loop require less than
two minutes.

4

DISCUSSION

This paper evaluated 10 different candidate methods for estimating confidence intervals of the mean difference between
two independent treatment groups from incomplete skewed data. The combined use of multiple imputation with bootstrap does not automatically yield statistically valid results, and thus should be applied with care. The bootstrap percentile
method embedded in multiple imputation (MB_p) yielded a low coverage because
interval
)
( the pooled confidence
(p̄ 0.025 ; p̄ 0.975 ) was obtained as average of the m completed data confidence intervals p̂ (i)0.025 ; p̂ (i)0.975 . In these m completed data confidence intervals, the extra uncertainty due to missing data is not taken into account. This way, the variance
between imputation sets (ie, the sampling variability of the missing values) is not fully taken into account. In contrast, the
seemingly similar bootstrap-t method embedded
in multiple√
imputation (MB_t) performs considerably better because the
√
resulting confidence interval (Qm + b0.025

̄ m + b0.975
Tm; Q

T m ) does account for the extra uncertainty due to missing

data through the total variance T m . Yet, when single imputation is embedded in bootstrapping, it is the bootstrap percentile method (BS_p) that outperforms the bootstrap-t method (BS_t). Moreover, except for list-wise deletion, we found
no patterns as to which aspects of the data models would be particularly problematic or would favor particular methods.
In our study, the method BS_p embedding a single imputation within the bootstrap percentile method emerged as
the method with the best statistical properties. At first sight, this may be a striking result, as usually multiple (and not
single) imputations are needed to properly reflect uncertainty. However, it has been described before that bootstrapping
the incomplete data provides a mechanism that can properly account for both sampling and missing data uncertainty.8,26
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See chapter 5 in the book by Little and Rubin for a comparison of resampling methods and multiple imputation.26 Keep
in mind that it is important for the validity of the BS_p method that the single imputation not only imputes the expected
value of the missing data but also adds “noise” to reflect the uncertainty of the imputation to prevent under coverage.
In contrast,
√the BS_t method
√ embedding single imputation within the bootstrap-t method yielded confidence intervals
̂ + b0.975 U) that were too narrow and resulted in considerable under coverage.
̂ + b0.025 U; Q
(Q
Standard multiple imputation without bootstrap (MW_S) appears to be robust against skewness with acceptable performance across data simulation models, even when the sample size was small. This standard method also takes both missing
data and sampling variation into account and was only outperformed by the computationally more intensive methods
with imputation nested in percentile bootstrapping (BM_p and BS_p). Correction for skewness using a modified t-test
did not improve the performance.21 The robustness of MW_S against skewness was shown in earlier studies31 for sample
sizes of 50 and it has also been shown that the sampling distribution of the sample mean from very skew populations is
close to normality for a sample size of 65.32,33
In our study, we have, for computational reasons, chosen for relatively low numbers of imputations (m = 5) and bootstrap resamples (B = 1000). In practice, we may want to use higher numbers, in line with various recommendations.34
In addition, we may adopt more sophisticated prediction models to impute missing data or more sophisticated forms of
bootstrapping, like bias-corrected and accelerated bootstrap. While such changes may improve statistical performance,
we do not expect that the main conclusions emanating from our study would change.
Under specific assumptions, other techniques to address missing data are equivalent to, or sometimes superior to, multiple imputation.35 Alternatively, multiple imputation can be the better option if additional information is available that
can be used to inform the imputations, or when the missing data occur also in other parts of the data, eg, in the covariates.
What is optimal in a particular application depends very much on the missing data pattern and on the plausibility of the
assumptions associated with the approach to deal with the missing data. We restricted our analysis to the case where the
missing data occur only in the outcome variables, which is the relevant case for cost-effectiveness trial data.
In our simulation study, the true parameters were known, which allowed for the assessment of statistical validity under
quite extreme conditions. We also applied the candidate methods to real data from a clinical trial. For this application, the
differences between the methods were small. This suggests that, under less extreme conditions, the differences between
the methods may be limited.

5

CO N C LU S I O N

The combination of multiple imputation and bootstrap should be used with care to prevent statistically invalid results. In
particular, the popular practice of averaging bootstrapped intervals over multiple imputations provides under coverage,
and thus is too optimistic.
We found that single imputation embedded in the bootstrap percentile method (with added noise to reflect the uncertainty of the imputation) had the best statistical properties, as resampling the incomplete data properly reflects both
sampling and missing data variation. However, this method can require extensive computation times and the lack of standard software limits the accessibility for a larger group of researchers. Using a standard unpaired t-test with standard
multiple imputation without bootstrap appears to be a robust alternative with acceptable statistical performance.
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